PRESS RELEASE
ON THE VISIT OF THE BSUN SECRETARY GENERAL TO THE BSEC PERMIS SECRETARY GENERAL
(21 December 2021)

The Secretary General of the BSEC PERMIS, Ambassador Lazar COMANESCU was paid a courtesy visit by Prof. Dr. Eden MAMUT, Secretary General of the Black Sea Universities Network, on 21 December 2021 at the PERMIS Headquarters.

During the meeting, the two Secretaries General exchanged views on the latest developments in the wider Black Sea region and opportunities to further enhance interaction and enrich cooperation between the two Secretariats. A wide range of issues related to cooperation in the field of science and education was touched upon, especially in view of the upcoming 30th Anniversary of the BSEC, which will be marked in 2022.

The meeting took place in a friendly and constructive atmosphere.